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Butia Capitata
Selecting a favorite palm is somewhat

like selecting a favorite child: we love
them all, each for its own particular
characteristics and idiosyncracies. And
yet when I ask myself which of all my
palms would I keep if I were allowed
to retain only one, I do come up with
a favorite, and for me it must be the
Butia capitata, especially the gray-
leafed varieties. Although this palm cer-
tainly would not be a favorite in all
regions where palms are grown, in the
San Francisco Bay Area where I gar'
den - and I grow more than forty-five
species of palms out-of-doors - the
Butia has much to recommend it.

First of all, I admire this palm be-
cause of the way it always manages to
be an interesting feature of the garden
no matter what size it may be. So many
young palms, with their simple leaves
and juvenile characteristics, need sev-
eral seasons of growth before they be-
gin to contribute to the total garden
picture. Not so the Butia. As a small
plant barely a foot in diameter, it is
unmistakenly a little Butin, with its
gray-green, feathered leaves already as-
suming the characteristics of the adult
palm with a six or eight foot spread.
Thus even a small plant can play an
important role, masquerading as a gray-
lealed P ho enix Ro eb elinii amon g smaller
plants that it will soon shoulder out
as expendable items in a continually
changing garden. Later, as an adult,
it is never too big even for the smallest
garden, accepting both the role of speci-
men in a lawn or an enlivening part of
a rhass of shrubbery.

For one who enjoys a daily tour
through the garden to observe the sub-
tle change of growing things, the Butia
ranks near the top of the interest scale,
In my area the Butin is considered one
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l. Butias can live {or years in containers and
play an important role on the deck or patio,
taking more abuse and neglect than most pot-

ted plants. Photo by Warren Dolby.

of the faster growing palms. I do not
know if it grows faster here than in
other places where it is grown, but
relatively at least it is a fast grower.
Perhaps this is because most of my
other palms put on little or no growth
at all during the cooler part of the
year, while rhe Butias along with the
Chamaerops, Trachycarpus and a few
others, continue to push out new growth
no matter what the season. As the
young Butia gains in breadth and
height, the very growth itself becames
a delight. The new leaf bud thrusts
itself up from the heart of the plant
with a determination unequalled in any
other palm in my garden. The heavy
bud stands hard and resolute, and then
in a day - I have seen it happen in
an afternoon - it begins to fray at the
tip, expand into leaflets farther down
from the top, and then of its own
weight fall fully open into a great
arching frond that takes its place in
the fountain of foliage that is a Butia.

Equally dramatic to me is the de-
velopment of the inflorescence. Like a
flat bean it beings to emerge from deep
among the leaf stalks. And almost as
fast as a bean it grows into a great
protruding bud, as round as my arm
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and fully two or three feet long. Then
one day a crack appears, the huge bud
splits, and sometimes before the day is
over the inflorescence has burst out
and cascaded into a fully open bloom.
The Butia is one of the few plants in
my garden that is never without buds,
flowers, and fruit in various stages of
development.

Although I seldom go into the gar-
den and find that the Butias are not
putting on some kind of performance,
this alone is not sufficient to warrant
my placing the plant in my favorite-
palm category. The Burio also ranks
high with me because of its unusual
color and form. The foliage seems to
vary among individuals, from a light
greerl to a frosty gray. I prefer the gray-
leaved Butias and find them providing
a refreshing and useful color in the
landscape. Not all leaves on an indivi-
dual Butia, however, are of one shade
of gray. The newly opened leaf is some-
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times of a creaminess that resembles
the bleached heart of an artichoke that
only gradually assumes the shades of
the older leaves. but which enlivenB the
total aspect of a healthy Butia. Against
the gray-green leaves, the inflorescence
takes on a heightened interest. The
colors of lavender or rose or orange
might be lost among leaves of any other
shade, but are displayed to their fullest
among the misty-gray fronds of the
Butia. Sarpassing the flowers, of course,
are the great clusters of orange fruit,
often weighing twenty or thirty pounds,
that are suspended below the leaves on
older specimens. The fact that these
are the only edible palm-fruit in my gar'
den also endears the tree to me.

As a landscaping element lhe Butia
contributes a softness to the garden.
This is due not only to its finely pin-
nate leaflets, but also to the graceful
curvature of the entire frond itself. With
its great central spike of leaf buds, the

2. In an architectural setting, the Butia can be as dramatic as a piece oI sculpture. Photo by
Warren Dolby.
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3. The new leaflets of a Butia break apart as a creamy green, providing_ added interest
' to the mass of foliage. In a short time t-h"y u..,t-" the deeper shade -of the older leaves

und oI th"ir own weTght bend down in the arc that characterizes most butias. Note cluster
of olange fruit in foreground. Photo by Warren Dolby.

breaking young leaves, and the recurv- the landscape, especially if it is - a

ing old"er' foli-age, the Butia presents young specimen - that has not yet _ de-

,ro"thirrg less than a fountain a-pect in veloped much of a trunk' These char'
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acteristics are further heightened when
the palm is planted with glossy-leafed
evergreens such as dwarf citrus or ca-
mellias as a background (or foreground
in the case of older specimens.)

There are few plants that are so pic-
turesque that they can almost assume
the role of sculpture in the garden. But
Desmond Muirhead, writing in Pnrn-
cIpES in January 1960, had this to say
which I feel applies especially to the
Butins:
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o'Palms can also be used as an
integral garden decoration, much
in the same way that sculpture
should be used. This is especial-
ly true of the smaller palms like
Chamaerops humilis and slower
growing palms like Butia capi-
tata. In an architectural setting
the last two, and species oI Sabal
and Erythea are pure garden
sculpture."

Finally, of course, a major reason
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4. The total effect of a well grown Butia has been likened to that of a garden fountain - a central
spike of new foliage rising stiffly from the heart of the palm, new leaves spilling out their _leaflets,
and recurving leaves reaching outward "n$r*:;l;;:i*"in a great explosion of {oliage. Photo by
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for my liking the Buti,a is its adaptabili-
ty and willingness to perform' It is the
least demanding palm I grow' I never
have to "worry it through" a cold night
as I do some of my marginal Palms.
If it misses an irrigation during our dry
California summer, it adapts to the
drought. It is tolerant of a wide range
of soils and does not demand the pro-
verbial $f0.00 hole required by so many
palms. Strong winds maY tatter the
leaves of my fan palms and kink the
fronds on the Arecastrums, but the
strongest winds have never affected the
Ba,tins. In fact they seem to like the
wind, be it a gale that {uriously blasts
in from the Pacific, through the Golden
Gate and across my East Bay Hills, or
a slight breeze that stirs the Butia into
undulating motion when all else in the

sarden is still. The leaves on Ihe Butia
ire, I believe, more durable than those
of any palm I grow (with the possible
exception of certain Phoenix species).
They remain on the plant for years and
seem always presentable. An annual
pruning is more than sufficient' where'
as some of my palms demand attention
several times a year to be maintained
as an attractive and acceptable element
in the landscape.

Here, then, is a palm small enough
for the average garden, dramatic
enough to dominate the scene or com'
olement the most modern architecture,
iubtle enough. to assume a balanced
role in a tropical planting, always pre-
sentable and interesting as an indivi'
dual, and above all easy to grow.

Wennnx J. Dor-ev
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5. Although the Butia can be a prima donna in the-garden. it also lends^itself to mass-plantings.

tho." .horitt above are part of a imall grove that drifts into a canyon in Balboa Park. San Diego,

California. Photo bY Ken Foster'




